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Introduction
It is well known that the performance of genotypes relative to each other can vary according to the environment,
so that genotypes which are superior in one environment
may not be correspondingly superior elsewhere. This phenomenon has been formulated in the concept of genotypeenvironment interaction.
In breeding programmes one needs to ascertain the magnitude and the pattern of interactions, to allow genetic
gain prediction as an aid to decision making. During recent years numerous papers have appeared on genotypeenvironment interactions, and many of the,se papers have
been concerned with the statistical characterisation of the
and WILKINinteractive behaviour of genotypes (e.g., FINLAY
SON, 1963; PERKINS
and J INKS , 1968 a, b; BREESE,
1969; F REEMAN and PERKINS,
1971; EBERHART
and RUSSELL, 1966; FREEMAN, 1973; P EDERSON , 1974; See S HELBOURNE , 1972). It is well,
though, to examine the circumstances underlying this
emphasis. Much of the work was with crop plants which
were annual or, if perennnial, had to be harvested annually, so that the growth and yield in any one season must be
considered in its own right. At each location the weather
and cultural treatment in any year effectively produce a
unique environment, and introduce an important element
of random variation among environments. Moreover, with
the crops concerned there were often only a few molre or
less stabilised cultivars to be considered.
With forest tree breeding the situation is very different,
and here it is colntended that main attention should paradoxically be given to the role of environments rather than
of genotypes in generating interactions. To some extent
this principle is already implicit in the practice of regionalising tree breeding Programmes, but it is worth taking a
closer look at the basis for the principle. Forest environments are largely permanent features, since we can do
little to change climate, topography, or many of the soil
properties. The effects of year-to-year climatic fluctuations
tend to be averaged out over the rotation, a factor which
largely removes one element of variation in the crop environment. Even if initial survival is poor in one year the
effects are damped down by the fact that one year's planting is not nonnally a discrete crop with respect to felling
plans. Genotypes, by contrast, are not permanent features
in that new ones can be created the whole time, and we
will eventually need to consider and screen large numbers
of them. Rather than test all these genotypes over a comTable 1.

prehensive range of environments, it would be much easier
to evaluate each genotype on just a few environments which
are already characterised so as to permit satisfactory extrapolation of performance to the remaining environments.
It is debatable whether the emphasis in tree breeding
should be on producing genotypes suitable for specific
environments, on one hand, or genotypes suited to a wide
range of environments, on the other. Yet both these contrasting approaches demand the characterisation of enviroaments with respect to interaction. With the former, one
needs to delirnit appropriate groups of environments, and
to identify which particular envirolnments within groups
give best resolution of genetic differences. With the latter
approach one needs to recognise a few environments which,
singly or in conjunction, provide effective screening for
genotypes which are widely adapted. In any case one will
generally need to evaluate the expected genetic gains from
the various possible optioas.
I will first examine the traditional use of analysis of
variance in studying interactions to illustrate its deficiencies both in a purely statistical sense and in characterising the role of environments. I will then introduce the
alternative concept, genetic correlation between environments, and Cover its estimation, some applications, and
some of its statistical properties. This analytical approach is
primarily suitable for cases such as exotic species in which
there is no obvious framework of geographic adaptation
within the genetic raw material.

Analysis of variance incorporating environments
In analysis of variance involving environments as a main
effect, hereafter denoted conventional analysis of variance,
there is often an immediate problem relating to whether
environments represent a fixed or random effect. Consider,
for example, a genetic experiment, with a random genetic
groups (e.g., half-sib families, full-sib families, Clones, or
even provenances or species), replicated On C environments,
with full randomisatioln of n individuals per group within
each environment. The formal analysis of variance is shown
in Table 1. Further discussion will illustrate the case of
genetic groups representing half-sib families. I will also
assume that gene effects represent additivity plus dominance, so that a2c (total genetic variance) = a2A (additive
genetic variance) a2D(dominance genetic variance). Hence
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- Example of formal analysis of variance with environments as a main effect
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